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Mobile Promo Slider

Browse & Clip Multiple O�ers with a Simple Swipe.

Mobile Promo Slider displays multiple coupons 

or promotions in an engaging way.

Mobile Promo Slider provides detailed analytics on your 

customers preferences.

It’s easy to use. Customers can make quick and easy 

selections of the coupons they prefer with a simple swipe, 

and tap to redeem the best option for them.

PROMOTE MULTIPLE MOBILE OFFERS

LEARN WHAT MOBILE OFFERS WORK

SWIPE & TAP REDEMPTION

Slide to Reveal 
More Coupons

Instantly engage your customers across multiple o�ers with Coupon Slider. 
Optional bar codes make redemption of multiple coupons a breeze. You can also 
show fliers, links to videos, and just about anything else you like.  

You can then learn and understand exactly what your customers are interested 
in, giving you the opportunity to send better choices for the benefit of 
your customers.

Coupon Slider
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Instant Survey
Gain Valuable Audience Insights on Purchase Habits, Trends & Preferences.

The FunMobility Instant Survey SmartWidget delivers quick insights from your 

customers and enables insights into customer behavior now and in the future. 

It also empowers you to deliver better customer service, and resolve any customer 

satisfaction issues fast.

Instant Survey can be completely customized with 

multiple choice or open ended questions.

CUSTOMIZABLE

Instant Survey is flexible HTML5 object that can be 

embedded in SMS, email or a mobile app.

CROSS-PLATFORM COMPATIBLE

Contact sales@funmobility.com 
to learn more about Instant Survey
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Mobile Sales Flyer
Create Great-Looking Mobile Flyers & Newsletters Instantly!

Tired of using multiple steps to design, create 

and deliver mobile flyers or newsletters?

With our Mobile Sales Flyer, marketing to your 

customers has never been easier! Now, you can 

create amazing branded sales flyers and 

newsletters quickly, then deliver them right to 

your customer’s mobile phone or tablet! 

Use multiple buttons, or a single button call-

to-action that launches a mobile web page, 

a mobile coupon, or another SmartWidget. 

The FunMobility Mobile Sales FlyerSmartWidget  

can be completely customized with your brand 

logo, colors, and layout.

The Mobile Sales Flyer SmartWidget is a 

flexible HTML5 object that can be embedded

in SMS, email, or a mobile app.

CUSTOMIZE

CROSS-PLATFORM COMPATIBLE

Terrific Looking Sales 
Fliers & Announcements

Contact sales@funmobility.com 
to learn more about Sales Flyer
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Lucky Scratcher
Increase Conversion with Gamified Mobile Promotions

Scratch & Match to
Reveal Amazing o�ers

The FunMobility Lucky Scratcher is a new 

SmartWidget that provides your customers 

with the excitement of a scratch ticket to 

reveal a coupon or an o�er. Lucky Scratcher 

creates a heightened entertaining experience 

while presenting customer o�ers. Lucky 

Scratcher seamessly integrates with 

existing mobile sites -- no app required! 

Or Lucky Scratcher can be sent through 

email or SMS.

The Lucky Scratcher SmartWidget 

encourages customer interaction with 

mobile games redeemed for special 

coupons and discounts in-store or online.

Provide a seamless experience to your

customers. Lucky Scratcher works with 

SMS, email, social and is 100% compatible 

with FunMobility Mobile Coupons.

Everyone’s a winner! We insure that your 

customers will win a coupon every time 

they play.

POWERFUL GAMIFIED OFFERS

SEAMLESS EXPERIENCE

EVERYONE WINS
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Smart Form
Create Mobile Lead Generation Forms - Fast!

The FunMobility Smart Form SmartWidget puts a 

quick and powerful mobile form tool in your hands. 

You can create custom Smart Forms to gain customer 

insights, provided gated content and drive leads for 

improved marketing, and better conversions!

Smart Form can be completely customized 

with your brand logo, colors, and layout.

CUSTOMIZED

From contact us, to webinar registration, to 

gated content, our Smart Form SmartWidget 

is mobile optimized to help you turbo-charge 

your conversion goals.

MOBILE LEAD FORM FIELDS

“Calendar”

“Drop Down”

“Email”

“Phone Number”
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Tap-To-Call
One-Tap Calling Buttons Provide Quick Response to Mobile O�ers

With the FunMobility Tap-to-Call SmartWidget, 

you provide customers a way to respond to 

alerts, and o�ers with the option of calling a 

location or sales associate with a single tap. 

Provide a simple ‘tap-to-call’ option to direct 

users to stores, sales people or call centers. 

Present alerts that link to an app, or URL, or 

present limited special o�ers.

Ensuring that clickable phone numbers appear 

in local results and leveraging location based 

services on mobile make it easy for consumers 

to connect directly with businesses.

Tap-To-Call can be completely customized with 

your brand logo, colors, and layout.

Tap-To-Call is flexible HTML5 object that can be 

embedded in SMS, email or a mobile app.

Contact sales@funmobility.com 
to learn more about Tap-To-Call

CUSTOMIZED

CROSS-PLATFORM COMPATIBLE
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Lucky Spinner
Let Your Customers Spin the Wheel for Coupons

Lucky Spinner works flawlessly as a copy/paste URL

that can be used in all your mobile promotions.

Interact with your customers in the most engaging

way possible - Through Gamificaiton!

Lucky Spinner is a flexible HTML5 object that 

can be embedded in SMS, email or a mobile app.

NO APP REQUIRED

CUSTOMER ENGAGING

CROSS-PLATFORM COMPATIBLE

Lucky Spinner powers fast, fun mobile promotions letting customers “win” mobile coupons, 

or any mobile web-based content through Gamification.

Lucky Spinner works on any iOS, Android or Tablet device without the need for an app 

download. Drive better click through rates, customer engagement and brand retention 

with Spinner!
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